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September 22, 2020

TA Explained: Displacement Flow Chart, Interactive Spreadsheet
and Estimated Junior Man Table

 
 

The System Schedule Committee is providing three tools to help answer questions
about pilot options under the displacement cancellation process in Paragraph G of the
TA for pilots displaced in 20-07D, 20-08D and 20-09D:
 

LOA Displacement and Selection Flow Chart
Interactive Displacement Scenario Spreadsheet (Clicking this link will
automatically download the excel file to your device)
Estimated Junior Man table

These tools are for demonstration purposes to show how these provisions work. If the
Pandemic Recovery LOA Tentative Agreement is ratified, the Company, with the
assistance of the ALPA System Schedule Committee, will implement the provisions of
the LOA related to displacement cancellations, and the  “Do Over” process explained
below.
 

 
LOA Displacement and Selection Flow Chart
 
 

 
In general, the goal of the displacement provisions in the LOA is to return as many
pilots as possible to their pre-pandemic seats. 

You can enter the chart with any Displacement Award
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Be sure to review the Definitions and Rules prior to using the flowchart for
the first time

Most examples are covered in the flow charts, with the acknowledgement that there
may be one-off situations or variations due to how many pilots elect cancellations in
Categories with partial cancellations that are not fully covered in the flow chart.
 

 
 
Interactive Displacement Scenario Spreadsheet
 
 

 
The interactive displacement scenario spreadsheet includes information for each pilot
and shows their positions after Displacements 20-07D, 20-08D and 20-09D. If your
Displacement is cancelled per LOA G-1, this will show your cancelled position. (The
results in partially cancelled Categories are estimates because voluntary displaced
pilots may change the specific pilots cancelled as the UPA 8-F-4 process is used to
determine cancellations.)
 
The spreadsheet also displays the Displacement Awarded Categories which a pilot can
choose to remain in, per LOA G-2. Keep in mind, if you keep one of the positions
awarded in one of your displacements that is offered for cancellation, you lose the F-1
Pay Protection.
 
The spreadsheet can be found using this link, which will download the Excel file
directly to your computer, usually to the Downloads folder. If you have trouble finding
it, search for “PRLOA” on your computer.
 
Enter your U-number into the yellow box at the top left, and use the pull down arrow
to select your displacement (07, 08, 09) in the next yellow box. The spreadsheet will
show you how the LOA applies to your particular situation.
 

 
Estimated Junior Man Table
 
In Categories with partially cancelled displacements, the seniority of specific pilots
who will receive a cancellation is dependent on the choice senior pilots make. This
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cancellation order is guided by UPA Section 8-F-4.
 
Therefore, until this process takes place, it will not be known exactly which pilots fill
the number of designated cancellations. The projected Junior Man (JrMan) table
assumes all of the most senior pilots accept cancellation of their Displacement.
 
Remember, that while any pilot can decline a displacement cancellation (possibly with
the loss of pay protection), it's likely that not all pilots will be *offered* a
displacement cancellation when the cancellations are only partial. If you are not
offered a displacement cancellation, you don't have a choice about that displacement
and it remains in place.
 
 

 
 
 

Displacement Cancellation Example
 
For example, consider a Category from 20-07D that displaced 100 pilots where
the first 10 pilots displaced were volunteers, and the remaining were
Involuntarily displaced. In LOA Paragraph G, assume this Category targets 50
cancellations. (Note: The cancellation numbers in LOA Paragraph G are the
number of cancellations that will be offered; if pilots elect to opt out of
cancellation the actual number of cancelled displacements may be lower.)
 
During the initial 14-Day Cancellation Process, the first 60 pilots in this Category
will be asked a question: Do you wish to cancel your displacement? The reason 60
pilots will be asked, and not 50, is due to the UPA rights the first 10 Volunteers
have to keep their awards without penalty. If they do, on a one for one basis,
another Involuntary Displaced pilot may be cancelled.
 
In our example the first 10, who were volunteers, will be able to inform the
company if they want to accept cancellation of their Displacement awards. Let
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us assume three made this choice. They will be cancelled.
 
The next 40 will inform the company if they want to accept cancellation of their
Displacement awards. They will be cancelled too if they make this choice.
The next 10 must also inform the company if they want to accept cancellation of
their Displacement awards. On a one for one basis, they will be cancelled for
each Volunteer who kept their Displacement award. So, because seven Volunteers
kept their Displacement awards, seven of these 10 pilots will be cancelled if they
make this request. This will result in the updated Junior Man for this category.
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